Most iris recognition pipelines involve three stages: segmenting into iris/non-iris pixels, normalization the iris region to a fixed area, and extracting relevant features for comparison. Given recent advances in deep learning, it is prudent to ask which stages are required for accurate iris recognition. Lojez et al. (IWBF 2019) recently concluded that the segmentation stage is still crucial for good accuracy. We ask if normalization is beneficial?
Introduction
This work investigates iris biometric [5, 33, 34] . Specifically, we focus on iris recognition: systems that create an initial template of a person and can identify if a target corresponds to a previously known identity. Current performance is strong on datasets but lacks when the environment changes. This is particularly true for learning-based techniques which often specialize to the training dataset. Iris recognition systems have three core components:
1. Segmentation which identifies pixels of an image as iris or non-iris.
2. Normalization which maps iris pixels to a fixed dimension array. This step often transforms from polar to Cartesian coordinates.
3. Feature extraction which produces a succinct vector that identifies the image. For different images of the same iris this vector should be stable. Simultaneously, this vector should vary widely for images of different individuals.
Daugman's seminal work [5, 6] followed this pipeline and used Gabor filters to extract features from a normalized vector. Matching between the template and the target was done by computing the Hamming distance between the two vectors. Wildes [39] , followed by Ma [22] , explored other system-level considerations such as matching efficiency. In the twenty years since these pioneering works, there has been substantial work to create accurate systems. In this work we focus on approaches using deep learning (we compare our results to all state of the art approaches). Deep learning [17] uses complex models to learn representations from high dimensional data allowing learning of features from complex datasets. Deep learning has been applied to various biometrics [19, 20, 27, 38] . Like prior work [19, 23, 24, 32] we use convolutional neural networks or CNN to extract features from the iris. We defer further discussion of related work until after introducing our system.
The main goal of this work is to understand how much of the above pipeline is necessary for modern learning approaches. Recent work of Lojez et al. [21] concluded a separate segmentation stage is still critical to accurate iris recognition. The question of this work is:
Is normalization necessary for accurate iris recognition using modern techniques?
Our Contribution
Our main contribution is a new iris recognition system we call ThirdEye. The core of ThirdEye is a CNN trained using the triplet based training framework [37] . This network directly uses a segmented iris image but does not include any normalization. Triplet based networks train on three input images at a time, two from the same class/iris and the third from a different class/iris. These three images are known as target, pos, and neg respectively. The current weights are Dataset ERR C. EER Prior best ND-0405 1.32% -Zhao et al. [40] .99% UbirisV2 9.20% 35.00% Gangwar et al. [9] 8.50% IITD 0.59% 1.90% Zhao et al. [40] 0.64% Table 1: Summary of accuracy results. Full results in are  Tables 3, 4 , and 5. The C. EER column describes the accuracy of ThirdEye when training on ND-0405 and testing on one of the other datasets.
evaluated based on the objective:
Triplet based networks focus simultaneously on minimizing distance between images in the same class and maximizing distance between images in different classes. Our system is trained in batches; triples are selected (to use for weight updates) by finding the current hardest triple. For each target, the hardest triplet in a batch, the positive instance, pos, is the image in the same class as target with the maximal distance. Similarly, the negative instance, neg, is the image not in target class with minimum distance to target. This process is called triplet mining and is done for every target in the batch. However, we find triplet networks collapse due to the uniform black regions representing the sclera and pupil. These regions make all images very similar to a randomly initialized network. A normalized network would not suffer from this problem.
To avoid this problem, our network begins with a partially trained version of ResNet [10] . The network is pre-trained using softmax classification and then trained using triplet loss. For generalization purposes, the training and testing sets inside a datasets are completely disjoint (have different classes). Lastly, we add several test time augmentations to produce an output feature vector (see Section 2) .
In this work we consider three datasets:
1. ND-0405 [4, 28] , is a large near infrared (NIR) dataset, 2. IITD [16] , is a more controlled NIR dataset and 3. UbirisV2 [31] , is a visible light and unconstrained dataset.
We report on ThirdEye's accuracy when testing and training on the each dataset. We also show our system has promise for generalization by training on the ND-0405 dataset and testing on the UbirisV2 and IITD datasets. EERs (equal error rate) of our system and state of the art are described in Table 1 . Our accuracy rates are competitive with state of the art systems that use normalization. The accuracy is achieved under coarse segmentation [12] which does not remove eye lash occlusions and reflections 1 . Better segmentation would increase recognition accuracy with modern methods. The works of [14] and [13] explore the link between segmentation and correct recognition.
Recently, Lozej et al. who argued that normalization on harder datasets might be erroneous [21] propagating to recognition errors. However, the most constrained dataset (IITD) is where our accuracy improves over state of the art. Accuracy rates for a slightly harder NIR dataset (ND-0405) are less than state of the art. The least constrained dataset (Ubiris) is where our accuracy is furthest from state of the art. Thus, our current hypothesis is normalization is least useful in constrained environments but is still important in unconstrained environments. We discuss this further in Section 4.
Related Work
Before turning to the technical description of our design we provide more background on prior work. Discussing all prior work is not possible in this space. We focus on the major innovations in iris recognition and then turn to learning based approaches relevant to our work. The seminal work of Daugman [6] proposed using Gabor filters on normalized iris images. The output from convolving the iris image with the Gabor filter yields an iriscode. These iriscodes are compared using Hamming distances. Traditional iris recognition algorithms using Gabor filters are reproducible with open source computer vision libraries. OSIRIS is an open source implementation [26] that closely follows Daugman's techniques.
Early works rely on iris images captured using specialized cameras having NIR sensors. Images captured using these sensors expose the intricate details of the iris and are easier to segment and extract features from. With the advent of consumer digital cameras with RGB sensors, iris recognition began including RGB images. The Ubiris dataset [30] followed by the UbirisV2 dataset [31] are collected using RGB sensors. UbirisV2 incorporates iris at a distance (IAAD) images. More than 90% of its images include occlusions, are blurred, or off-angle. Due to these factors segmentation, feature extraction, and recognition are all harder. The UbirisV2 dataset is still a challenge for iris recognition algorithms with EER rates higher than EER rates on NIR datasets [36] .
These harder datasets necessitated new feature extraction. Alonso-Fernandez et al. used scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) to recognize irises [2] . Tan et al. [36] use Zernike moments for iris recognition on the Ubiris.v2 dataset. Research work then transitioned to machine learning, an early paper by Raja et al. [33] made use of learnt filters for smartphone based iris recognition. These methods improved accuracy over Gabor filters.
Recent work used deep learning as it became the mainstay in image recognition. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) quickly became best in class on ImageNet [15] dataset. CNNs serve as the backbone of classification algorithms due to their strong feature extraction capabilities. CNNs are also popular in iris recognition [9, 19, 23, 24, 32, 40] . Gangwar et al. [8] introduce a system called DeepIrisNet that uses a CNN for iris recognition. They also study the robustness of the system under rotations and different splits of the ND-0405 dataset [4] . The potential of CNNs for feature extraction is further shown by Nguyen et al. [25] , they used a CNN pre-trained on the ImageNet [7] dataset. Rather than training the full CNN for classification they trained a support vector machine (SVM) on the output features of the CNN for iris recognition. Deep learning has allowed accuracy figures to exceed those from traditional methods. To this end deep learning has also been used for iris segmentation [1, 3] , however difficult datasets still pose a problem [29] .
Our work uses a network inspired from facial recognition networks which introduced the triplet network [35] configuration. As mentioned above the core of the triplet approach is to provide three images as input to the network, two from the same class and a third from a different class. The goal of the loss function is to minimize the distance between the two images from the same class while maximizing the distance between images in different classes. Zhao et al. [40] use a triplet based CNNs for feature extraction for iris. Interestingly, they also train a mask net for categorizing iris pixels in the training of the feature extraction network. This work points out the popularity of the iriscode representation and tries to "reproduce" a learning pipeline similar to traditional iris code. Since the goal of our work is to understand what parts of this pipeline are necessary, our techniques naturally differ.
Organization The rest of this work is organized as follows, Section 2 describes our overall design of the framework, focusing on the feature extraction network, Section 3.1 describes the evaluation methodology and the datasets used, Section 4 discusses the results on the used datasets and Section 5 concludes.
Design
ThirdEye's core is a triplet based CNN. The main distinguishing feature of a CNN is the use of convolutions as internal neurons. Our starting point is the ResNet-50 architecture introduced by He et al. [10] . ResNet-50 is the most widely used benchmark network. Performance comparisons with this network is easy since ImageNet accuracy improvements always compare to the ResNet-50, judging new architecture performance can be interpolated from ImageNet performance of the ResNet-50. We now go over a brief overview of ResNet-50 before describing our major modifications.
ResNet-50 In many architectures every neuron at layer is connected to each neuron at layer +1. The main innovation of ResNet-50 is the use of Skip connections which connect neurons at layer with both layer + 1 and layer +2 shown in Figure 1 . Neural networks suffer from accuracy saturation with increasing depth. As the depth increases, less gradient naturally flows through the network, slowing training. Skip connections allow more gradient to flow by adding feature maps of a preceding layer to the current layer ultimately allowing training of deeper networks. The ResNet-50 has 50 layers divided into five blocks. These blocks are shown in Table 2 . After convolutions the final image size is reduced to 7x7. The final feature maps are then passed through an AveragePool layer. The output of the AveragePool then serves as input to a last fully connected layer. The Softmax classifier is a fully connected layer with neurons equal to the number of classes, taking features from the previous fully connected layer as input. This Softmax layer is used to pre-train the network on the respective iris datasets. We use the output of this training as our base network. For further training, we take the output of the fully connected layer as a feature vector for the triplet loss function which we describe next.
Triplet loss
During a second stage of training, we replace the Softmax classifier with a triplet loss function. A triplet network has the same network duplicated three times with the same weights and takes as input three images or one triplet. These three images are known as the anchor image, x a , the positive image, x p , and the negative image x n . The anchor image x a and the positive image x p should be from the same class while x n should be from a different class. The triplet loss function is [35] 
The loss minimizes the distance between the anchor and the positive sample while maximizing the distance between the anchor and the negative sample. The distance being minimized is the L2 Euclidean distance. The hyper-parameter α is the separation between like and unlike samples the network is optimizing towards. The value of the margin is dataset dependent and is selected after calculating the accuracy across many values of the margin.
However, straightforward application of the triplet loss function did not work in our initial experiments without a normalization stage. To explain why requires a reminder of the type of images used as input to our network. The inputs are segmented iris images (see Figure 2) . The segmentation framework sets non-iris pixels to black. This region includes the sclera and the pupil. This behavior is the same for all classes. Our original triplet network found all images similar and was unable to meaningfully recognize irises. (If a normalization stage were present, these pixels would be removed before the feature extractor.)
To overcome this problem we employ two techniques. Firstly we use a network that has been pre-trained on the same iris dataset using the softmax classifier. This is done to tune the resulting output distributions of the image embeddings and serve as a starting point to the triplet loss trained network. After pre-training the network is at least 90% accurate on the training set.
Secondly we train the network on triplets that are the most difficult first. This is known as a Batch hard [11] triplet loss which explicitly picks hard triplets for training. A triplet in the batch hard loss function consists of x a , x p , x n as before.
However, x p is chosen as the current worst positive instance, that is suppose that x a,i is in class I,
The negative image is chosen as the current worst negative instance, that is the image that minimizes the distance:
The triplet mining procedure is explained in Figure 3 where two images (row1,col1/row2,col2) serves as our targets. The hardest positive sample for the first target image is the third image in its own class while the hardest negative sample is the second image in the third class. The target combined with the positive and negative sample forms a triple. Every image will serve as a target for tripletformation. In total for the example in Figure 3 there will be 9 triples formed.
A valid triplet is one where there are two positives and a negative. We then distinguish between easy triplet and hard triplets. A hard triplet is one where:
In the above m is the margin between positive and negative instances. The goal of the batch hard loss is to use hard and valid triplets. Thus, overall batch hard triplet loss function is :
In the above x a,i and x p,i are the worst images as described above.
Triplet mining can be done in an offline or online fashion. Offline triplet mining involves calculating embeddings on all images in the training set and training on mined valid triplets from the calculated embeddings. This introduces a large overhead before every epoch of training. Online triplet mining involves calculating embeddings on the fly given a batch of images and training on mined triplets from within the batch. We use the online triplet scheme for training our network due to its efficiency in triplet selection. Instead of finding the worst triples for the entire dataset, we split the dataset into batches that contain a fixed number of classes (which we call P ) and images per class (which we call K) and restrict the search for triplets to within a batch. The online triplet model uses a single model for training and embedding calculation. We recall that only hard triplets are used to update weights so defining the margin effects accuracy. However, we use the soft-margin described by Hermans et al. [11] where an explicit margin is not required. The final loss is calculated as:
In the above x p,i and x n,i are the hardest images as described before.
ThirdEye is trained using un-normalized images as inputs. The segmented images are are coarsely normalized, the iris region is in the center of the image but not aligned. We force segmented images from a dataset to have the same resolution through zero padding. The aspect ratio is chosen to be 1:1. This is because ResNet-50 is tuned to this aspect ratio which is also used with the Imagenet images. Specific resolutions were chosen per dataset, small enough for ease of training in enabling large enough batch sizes, large enough so that resizing does not introduce artifacts or decrease image quality and are stated in Section 3.1.
The network output yields a 2048 length floating point vector which we consider as the embedding of an iris image. To make the feature vector more robust to rotation we employ a simple scheme of concatenating feature vectors based on rotations of the iris image. Image alignment and rotations are a classic way to improve matching accuracy [5] . These are done at test time and are called test time augmentations in the literature [15] . For a single iris image multiple embeddings are calculated by inferring on multiple augmentations of the iris image. These are the original image (0 • ), and then {30
• , vertical flip, sharpened,horizontal flip,330
• } One of the augmentation is sharpening the image before inferring the embedding, this is done via an unsharp mask. These augmentations are used in the training process by randomly applying these augmentations to help generalize the network. During testing (embedding calculation) we feed in the original image along with five augmentations of the original image. Ultimately we get six feature vectors per image resulting in a final 12288 length embedding for a single image. This process is visually explained in Figure 4 .
Evaluation

Datasets ND-IRIS-0405
The ND-0405 [4] dataset contains 64,980 iris samples from 356 subjects. This dataset is a superset of the NIST Iris Challenge Evaluation dataset [28] . For training, we used the first 25 images of the left irises from all subjects for our training set. Our test set has 10 randomly chosen images of right irises from all subjects. Recall, that previous studies indicate that the two irises of an individual are statistically independent so in our work right and left iris images of the same person have different class labels [5] . Looking ahead, we will evaluate our techniques by training on this dataset and testing on other datasets. In those experiments, the training dataset is also the first 25 images of each left iris. Images have a resolution of 640 × 480 while segmented images have a resolution of 256 × 256. We choose a higher resolution for ND-0405 due to higher resolution of the original images. A lower resolution offers less information and a higher resolution can result in artifacts. We choose an optimal resolution by visually inspecting the segmented images. We use a deep-learning segmentation system from [1] trained using ground truth segmentation from Proenca et al. [12] .
IITD The IITD dataset [16] contains 2,240 image samples from 224 subjects. The images are have a resolution of 240 × 320. The segmented images of this dataset are of resolution 200 × 200. The training set comprises all left eye images while the test set includes five right images selected randomly from all subjects.
UBIRIS.v2 The UBIRIS dataset has 11,102 iris images from 261 different subjects with resolution of 400 × 300 pixels. This dataset has wide variation among images with off-angle, reflections and imaging distance among the vary- All left eye images were used for training while 10 randomly chosen images were taken for testing. As explained above images captured at different distances yield different EER rates, for ensuring unbiased results two test sets of 10 randomly chosen images from testing class are created and the accuracy rates were averaged.
Evaluation scheme
Feature vectors are generated for every image in the test set. We use an all-all matching scheme where a feature vector is compared with every other feature vector. This is done for all the images in the test set. Large number of images per class can help in the matching process, a feature vector can match closely in its class if it has more templates for its class. This however can also harm the matching process due to the variation when matching across many images. Simple datasets like IITD are ideal for an all-all matching scheme. An unconstrained dataset like Ubiris where there is high variability between images will yield low accuracy in an all-all matching. To compare with the state of the art by [40] we follow their evaluation scheme. They select the first 10 images of the ND-0405 dataset while we pick 10 images at random to better check the generalizability of the network. Randomly selecting images from the test set yields similar EER numbers so comparison with state of the art is still valid. Some incorrectly segmented images having segmentation inaccuracy of more than 50% were removed from the testing sets of ND-0405 and Ubiris. We use cosine distance when comparing feature vectors. We find that it delivers better accuracy than using L2 (Euclidean) distance.
Results
We propose two testing configurations. The first configuration is training and testing on the same dataset. This configuration validates the proposed iris recognition framework and its accuracy on each individual dataset. The hardness of a dataset will skew the results in this configuration. Some level of generalization will be examined since the training and testing sets are completely disjoint. The second configuration has a network trained on the ND-0405 dataset and is used to recognize irises from the remaining datasets. This configuration is designed to check the generalizability of the trained network. We stress that the train/test splits of the Method EER FRR Rank-1 ThirdEye 1.32% 8.42% 99.50% DeepIrisNet2 [9] 1.47% --DeepIrisNet2* [9] 1.48% --CNN-SVM [25] --98.70% Imp. Gabor Filters [18] 1.70% 3.73% -Triplet network [40] 0.99% 1.70% - datasets are made to compare with the state of the art [40] . We randomly selected two testing sets with replacement and report our accuracy rates by averaging the results of the two. We report equal error rate/EER, false reject rate (FRR) at 0.1% false accept rate (FAR) and Rank-1 accuracy. Rank-1 accuracy is how frequently the closest feature vector in the entire test set is in the same class as the image under test. Results are shown for ND-0405 in Table 3, for Ubiris in  Table 4 , and for IITD in Table 5 . In these tables we include state of the art prior work for comparison. In each column, we bold the best system for a particular metric. We stress that ThirdEye cross is only reported for Ubiris and IITD. Since it was not trained on the dataset being used for testing, we expect ThirdEye cross to have worse accuracy ThirdEye in all situations. We show the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) between FAR and FRR for UbirisV2 in Figure 5 and ND-0405/IITD in Figure 6 . We note to the reader that these two figures have different axes.
Discussion
ThirdEye was trained using the methodology presented by Zhao et al. [40] for comparison purposes. As show in Table 5 , on the IITD dataset the EER obtained is slightly better Zhao et al. [40] on the IITD dataset, accuracy is comparable to state of the art without normalization. We next turn to the ND-0405 NIR dataset which is the primary dataset used in this work. The dataset contains some occlusions, motion blur and off-angle images. With the ND-0405 dataset the EER of 1.3% is less than DeepIrisNet2 which again has been trained using normalized images. DeepIrisNet2 was trained on a much larger training dataset and tested on a test set slightly smaller than ours. Their work also tries to train networks on unnormalized images in a similar fashion to ours and report EER rates slightly worse than ones from a network trained on normalized images. They also saw networks trained on normalized images converge faster. We did not observe this phenomenon.
We obtain an EER of 1.3% which is less than state of the art reported in [40] . Unlike in the case of IITD, the ND-0405 dataset has occluding eyelashes which we observe are the cause of many false rejects. Our segmentation technique only masks out the iris region leaving occlusions intact. Zhao et al. use a more robust segmentation technique which removes occlusions. Ubiris.v2 is the hardest of our testing datasets. The images in visible light do not expose the intricate details of the iris. Ubiris images are also taken at different distances ranging from 4-8 metres. Ubiris is substantially more difficult than the other two datasets. We do note that the EER reported by DeepIrisNet2 [9] is under different training conditions than our system. DeepIrisNet2 is trained on a mixture of visual spectrum datasets. Furthermore, they do not specify their matching methodology (we compare all test samples of a class using all to all matching). The particular images used are also not clear. Since images taken from a closer distance are easier to work with on Ubiris.v2. The amount of iris information captured in an image reduces with capturing distance [31] Despite these differences our ERR is slightly worse than DeepIrisNet2 while our Rank-1 performance is better than state of the art [36] .
The ROC curves for ND-0405 and IITD shown in Figure 6 attain a true positive rate of 1.0 at very low FAR values. The major contribution to the high FRR rate for ND-0405 are images with heavy occlusions. Some images in the dataset have eye lashes occluding the iris region, these images are classified correctly with the rank-1 metric however they contribute to the errors in all-all matching. The Ubiris ROC curve in Figure 5 shows the hardness of the dataset. FRR of 0.0 is reached after an FAR rate of 0.4 signifying that more work is needed to improve recognition on this dataset. Towards that end we use an ensemble network with two ResNets which increases the rank-1 accuracy for ND-0405 to 99.7%, this however does not change the EER. Furthermore from manual inspection of images and inter-class distances across the testing dataset we observe that the worst interclass distances occur from iris images which have eyelash occlusions thus leading to our hypothesis that some errors due to segmentation still exist.
Conclusion
The key question of this work is whether normalization is necessary for accurate iris segmentation. This work presents a triplet CNN based recognition framework which delivers competitive accuracy performance across the tested datasets. This is despite the fact that it directly uses segmented images as input. Our performance (relative to state of the art) is best on the most constrained datasets. This runs counter to Lozej et al.'s [21] intuition that normalization should hurt recognition more in unconstrained environments. More work is however needed to find the importance of iris normalization in neural network based recognition.
